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1 Introduction 
The 7224RLY amplifier is a special model of the AE Techron 7224 amplifier that has been modified 
to make it suitable for driving a Protection Relay or other variable very-low impedance loads in 
controlled-current mode.  

1.1 Features 
 Factory preset for Controlled-Current Operation 
 Multi-pole Compensation optimized for resistive loads below 2 ohms. 

2 Factory Configuration (Default Settings) 
Your 7224RLY amplifier differs from a standard 7224 amplifier in the following ways: 

1. The 7224RLY ships with Controlled Current set as the default mode of operation. 

Note that the amplifier operation mode can be changed to Controlled Voltage mode by 
adjusting the setting for Jumper J4, located on the amplifier main board (see the “Advanced 
Configuration” section in the AE Techron 7224 Operator’s Manual). 

2. The 7224RLY ships with a multi-pole compensation enabled for the Controlled-Current 
Mode Compensation Setting. The compensation is optimized for resistive loads below 2 
ohms but is stable with higher impedances.  

Note that the amplifier Compensation Setting can be changed to the standard 7224 setting 
by adjusting the setting for Jumper J5, located on the amplifier main board (see the 
“Advanced Configuration” section in the AE Techron 7224 Operator’s Manual). 

This Supplement only provides 
information specific to the 7224RLY 
model and is intended to be used together 
with the AE Techron 7224 Operator’s 
Manual. Please refer to the Operator’s 
Manual for general information about 
safety, operation and trouble-shooting. 
 
 

NOTE 
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3 Setup 
Please refer to the AE Techron 7224 Operator’s Manual for standard 7224RLY Unpacking and 
Installation instructions.  

4 Connections 

 

4.1 Connecting the Load  
Before connecting the amplifier, make sure the AC power cord is unplugged.  

Connection to the outputs of the amplifier is with #8 screws. Wires terminated with #8 ring 
terminals, tinned wires up to 10GA in size, or bus bars with 0.18 in. (4.6 mm) holes are 

The 7224RLY is designed for pulsed 
operation and should not be run at high 
power levels for long periods of time 
(greater than 5 minutes). Damage to 
components in the output of the amplifier 
can result from extended high-power 
usage (1,000 watts or above). 
 

ELECTRIC SHOCK HAZARD. 
Output potentials can be lethal. Make 
connections only with AC Power OFF 
and input signals removed.  

 

Figure 1: 7224RLY back panel connectors 
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recommended when connecting to the output terminals. 

Connect the load across the COM terminal (negative/ground) located on the 3-position terminal 
strip on the amplifier back panel and the unlabeled terminal (positive) located on the resistor 
mounted on the amplifier back panel. The CHASSIS GROUND terminal also located on the 3-
position terminal strip can be connected to an external ground point such as the rack chassis. See 
Figure 2.  

Always use the appropriate wire size and insulation for the maximum current and voltage expected 
at the output. Never connect the output of the amplifier to any other model amplifier, power supply, 
signal source, or other inappropriate load; fire can result.  

NOTE: The 7224RLY amplifier comes with a factory-installed 2.7-ohm, 2W, 5%, metal-oxide 
resistor connecting the terminals marked COM and CHASSIS GROUND. This resistor should NOT 
be removed. WARNING: Removing this resistor can cause dangerous output and/ or damage 
to the load.  

4.2 Connecting the Input Signal  
The signal is connected to the amplifier through a “SIM (Specialized Input Module) Card” located on 
the amplifier back panel. The standard SIM card includes both an Unbalanced Input BNC jack and 
a Balanced Input “WECO” terminal block connector, an Input Select switch, and an Interlock – I/O 
Connector. (See the “Applications” section in the 7224 Operator’s Manual for information on using 
the Interlock – I/O Connector).  

Position the Input Select switch to the left to select the Unbalanced Input connector and to the right 
to select the Balanced Input connector. Note that when the Input Select switch is in the right 
position, both Unbalanced and Balanced Input connectors are enabled.  

 

Figure 2: Connecting the load 
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IMPORTANT: The Input Select switch also functions as a Ground Lift switch for the Unbalanced 
Input connector. If circulating currents/ ground loops/60-Hz Hum occur when using the Unbalanced 
Input, move the Input Select switch to the right to lift the ground on the connector.  

Connect your input signal to the amplifier’s unbalanced or balanced input connector as shown in 
Figure 3. Use cables that are high quality and shielded to minimize noise and to guard against 
possible feedback. 

4.3 Connecting the AC Supply  
The power cord connects to a standard 20 amp 3-pin IEC-type male connector on the amplifier 
back panel. Make sure the Breaker/Switch on the front panel is switched to the OFF (O) position. 
Make sure the power cord is inserted and seated fully into the IEC connector by moving it slightly 
back and forth and up and down while pushing in. The power cord is relatively stiff and should be 
routed so that there is no excessive force pulling to the sides or up or down that would stress the 
pins or internal connections. Tighten the cord strain relief screw to lock the power cord in place. 

5 Start-up Sequence  
IMPORTANT: This 7224RLY amplifier has been configured for Controlled-Current operation. 
DO NOT operate the amplifier without first making sure a load is properly attached to the 
amplifier.  

1. Turn down the level of your signal source.  
2. Turn down the gain control of the amplifier. 

 

Figure 3: Wiring for balanced or unbalanced input connector 
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3. Turn the ON/OFF/BREAKER switch located on the amplifier front panel to the “ON” (|) 
position to turn the amplifier ON.  

4. Wait for the yellow READY and green RUN LEDs to illuminate.  
5. Adjust the level of your input signal source to achieve the desired output level.  
6. Turn up the Gain control on the amplifier until the desired voltage or power level is 

achieved.  
7. Adjust the input signal level to achieve the desired output level. 

6 Operation and Troubleshooting 
Please refer to the AE Techron 7224 Operator’s Manual for standard 7224RLY Operation and 
Troubleshooting instructions.  

7 Main Board Functions and Jumper Settings  
Please refer to the following for details of main board jumper functions and the factory default 
settings. 

KEY NAME 
REF. 
DES. DESCRIPTION 

FACTORY 
DEFAULT 
SETTING 

A Voltage Monitor TL3 Observe the output voltage of the amplifier by 
connecting an oscilloscope and/or voltmeter 
from TL3, AMP OUT, to TL8 or TL18, GND,. 
This test point reads voltage directly. A 10 Ω 
resistor isolates it. 

N/A 

B Master/Follower 
Jumpers 

P1 and 
P2 

ASSUMES BOTH JUMPERS MOVED 
TOGETHER 
When the MODEL 7224RLY is used as a 
single amplifier, or as a master in a multi-amp 
system, input is through the unbalanced BNC 
connector on the rear panel and the 
Master/Follower jumpers P1 and P2 will be in 
the Master (UP) position. If the amplifier is 
used as a Follower in a multi-amp system, 
input will be through the interface connector 
J3, and the Master/Follower Jumpers P1 and 
P2 should be in the Follower (DOWN) position.  

MASTER (UP) 

C CC/CV Jumper J4 This jumper goes RIGHT for Controlled 
Voltage (CV) mode, and LEFT for Controlled 
Current (CC) mode. By placing the jumper on 
the right pair of pins, the amplifier's output 
voltage will be controlled by its input voltage 
signal. By placing the jumper on the left pair of 
pins, the input voltage signal controls the 
output current. 

CC (LEFT) 

D Compensation 
Jumper 

J5 The MODEL 7224RLY is factory-configured to 
be used in the CC mode as a controlled 
current amplifier. In CC mode, the current 
control loop is optimized with an RC network. 
The main board has provision for two of these 

CC2 (DOWN) 
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KEY NAME 
REF. 
DES. DESCRIPTION 

FACTORY 
DEFAULT 
SETTING 

networks. When J5 is in the DOWN position 
(default), the network CC2 (R82, C25) is 
selected. When J5 is in the UP position, the 
alternate network CC1 (R63, C16) is selected. 
NOTE: For RLY loads, the CC2 network 
must be used. 

E Gain Trim 
Control 

R210 This is a multi-turn potentiometer that is used 
to calibrate the gain of the amplifier Turn 
clockwise to increase gain; turn counter-
clockwise to lower gain. R232 resistor sets the 
coarse gain and R247 sets the range or 
sensitivity of R210.  

N/A 

F Circuit Ground GND, 
TL18 

This point is the signal ground to be used as a 
reference point for all measurements in the 
amplified signal path. 

N/A 

G System Current 
Monitor 

Ifb, TL2 This is the total system current feedback point 
for amplifiers used in a multi-amplifier 
configuration. 

N/A 

H Current Monitor I MON, 
TL4 

The current monitor is an active buffered 
output observable with monitoring equipment. 
The scale factor is 20 Amps per Volt. Use GND 
(TL8), signal ground, with I MON (TL4) to 
monitor amplifier output current.  

N/A 

I -TEMP and 
+TEMP 

TL1 and 
TL10 

–TEMP and +TEMP are monitor points for the 
temperature sensors in the output wells.  –
TEMP is used for the negative and +TEMP is 
used for the positive wells.  The output voltage 
is measured in Kelvin, with 10 millivolts per 
degree K. To convert readings to Celsius, 
subtract 273.   

N/A 

J ENABLE / STOP J11 The MODEL 7224RLY is factory-configured to 
automatically move into ENABLE mode on 
Start Up. In ENABLE mode, the amplifier will 
amplify an input signal. To place the amplifier 
in STOP mode on Start Up, move the jumper 
to the two RIGHT pins. When in STOP mode 
on Start Up, the amplifier will be placed in 
Standby mode until the front-panel ENABLE 
button is pressed or a remote ENABLE signal 
is received on the I/O Connector. To return the 
amplifier to ENABLE mode on Start Up, move 
the jumper to the two LEFT pins. 

ENABLE (LEFT) 

K OT Latch J12 The MODEL 7224RLY is factory-configured 
with the OT Latch disabled. When a jumper is 
in place across the two pins labeled J12, any 
activation of the Over Temp circuit will cause 
the amplifier to move to a Stand By condition 
and to remain there until the amplifier is reset 
by pressing the front-panel RESET button, or 
until a remote RESET signal is presented on 
the I/O Connector, to return the amplifier to a 

DISABLED (jumper 
absent) 
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KEY NAME 
REF. 
DES. DESCRIPTION 

FACTORY 
DEFAULT 
SETTING 

Run/Ready (Operational) condition.  
L OVLD Latch J13 The MODEL 7224RLY is factory-configured 

with the OVLD Latch disabled. When a jumper 
is in place across the two pins labeled J13, any 
activation of the IOC (Input Output 
Comparator), distortion alert circuit, (activation 
occurs at 0.5% error), will cause the amplifier 
to move to a Stand By condition. Once in 
Stand By, the amplifier must be reset by 
pressing the front-panel RESET button, or by 
presenting a remote RESET signal on the I/O 
Connector, to move the amplifier back to a 
Run/Ready (Operational) condition. 

DISABLED (jumper 
absent) 

M FOLLOWER 
GAIN TRIM 

R105 In multiple follower amplifier systems, this 
single-turn potentiometer can be used to make 
minor gain adjustments (+/- 2%) to balance the 
gain with the rest of the system. Turn 
clockwise to increase gain; turn counter-
clockwise to lower gain. 

N/A 

N +VCC and -VCC TL9 and 
TL11 

The point that the + (TL9) and – (TL11) voltage 
potential of the amplifier can be monitored. 

N/A 
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The following illustration, showing the main board with captioned call-outs, provides a visual 
location of main board functions (see Figure 3.1). 

 

8 Accuracy 
Amplitude vs. Frequency at 1V input, 20A output,  

amplifier transconductance set to 20: 
  Transconductance 

Load Input Signal 1 kHz 100 Hz 
2 ohms Sine  19.9  20 
1 ohm Sine 20  20 
½ ohm Sine  20  20 
Short  

(unimpeded wire) Sine  20  20 

 

Figure 3.1 Main Board Component Locations 
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9 Specifications 
Please refer to the AE Techron 7224 Operator’s Manual “Specifications” section for basic amplifier 
performance, features and physical characteristics. The following specifications apply to a 7224RLY amplifier 
using the default factory settings. 

7224RLY Pulse/Burst Specifications: 

Maximum Current: 35Arms, 50Apeak, 0.5 ohms 

Maximum Voltage: 158Vpeak 

Total Load Duration Waveform Output Power 

1.0 ohm 

5 minutes 
 

60 Hz Sine 28Arms/40Apeak 

DC 20Apeak 

20 second 
60 Hz Sine 30Arms/43Apeak 

DC 20Apeak 

0.2 second 
60 Hz Sine 33Arms/47Apeak  

DC 30Apeak  

Maximum Output Current: 
50 amps peak 

Maximum Output Voltage: 
158 volts peak / 72 volts peak, field selectable 

Maximum Output Power: 
Dependent on load and frequency 

Load Constraint for Maximum Output: 
0.5 ohms + 200 µH 
* All loads from 8-ohm to short are stable with 2 mH in series. 

Output Offset Current: 
Less than 10.0 milliamperes DC peak 

Input: 
Standard Transconductance: 20 ±0.2% from short to 1-ohm loads 
Common Mode Rejection Ratio: -58 dB minimum, 40-600Hz 

Unit to Unit Phase Error: 
Less than 0.1 at 60Hz 

Residual Noise: 
Less than 2.5 milliamperes peak (40Hz - 600Hz)  
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Input to Output Phase Delay: 
-0.2 

Out Accuracy: 
Less than ±1% 

 

 

 

Figure 4: 7224RLY Back Panel  
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